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The SUMJS are People Finders, but they only communicate through the written word. 

Their notebook is “www.facebook.com/search” 

 

Example Sentence: We search the DriveStaff directory for employees.  

• Start every sentence with a capital letter 

• Spaces between words 

• Period at the end of the sentence 

 

In SUMJS: 

• Start every sentence with “str” 

• Uses “/” and “.” instead of spaces 

• End every PARAGRAPH with a period, but the SUMJS period is “/intersect” 

• Instead of “directory” they use “pages-named” 

 

We search the DriveStaff directory for employees. 

facebook.com/search/str/DriveStaff/pages-named/employees/intersect 
└───────Notebook───────┘└───┘└───────────────Sentence────────────────┘└─Paragraph─┘ 

    ↑Start of Sentence          End 

 

Want to specify current company? Use /present 

facebook.com/search/str/IBM/pages-named/employees/present/intersect 
└───────Notebook───────┘└───┘└────────────────Sentence─────────────────┘└─Paragraph─┘ 

    ↑Start of Sentence              End 

 

Want to specify location? Add another sentence using a city and /residents 

facebook.com/search/str/IBM/pages-named/employees/str/Chicago/pages-named/residents/intersect 
└─────Notebook─────┘└──┘└─────────Sentence──────────┘└──┘└──────────Sentence───────────┘└Paragraph┘ 

       ↑Start of Sentence      ↑Start of New Sentence              End 

 

Want to specify title? Add another sentence with the title and /employees 

facebook.com/search/str/IBM/pages-named/employees/ ←Current IBM Employees 

str/Chicago/pages-named/residents/    ←Current residents of Chicago 

str/Director/pages-named/employees/intersect  ←Current employee title of Director 
 

Want to find a Director at IBM from Chicago who went to the University of Illinois? Add a sentence! 

facebook.com/search/str/IBM/pages-named/employees/  

str/Chicago/pages-named/residents/ 

str/Director/pages-named/employees/ 

str/university.of.illinois/pages-named/students/intersect ←Was a student at U of I 
      └──────Use Periods──────┘ 

https://youtu.be/3yKVorLr14g
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Want to search a Facebook group? Use a group number and /members 

facebook.com/search/str/[GroupNumber]/members/intersect 
 

Example: The Mechanical Engineers group is 177047284121. 

facebook.com/search/str/177047284121/members/intersect 
Also works for closed groups! 

 

To find a group number, go to the group’s main page and look at the URL 

Mechanical Engineering Group:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/177047284121/ 
  └─Group Number─┘ 

If the group uses a vanity URL (a URL with a name instead of a number): 

1.) You can try right-clicking on the page, choosing “View Source”, and searching for 

groupID:   or   gid=   or   fb://group/   or   entity_id: 

The group number will be located after these. 

2.) You can try entering the vanity URL into this website:  https://lookup-id.com/ 

 

Combine group searches with other sentences to narrow down your results! 

facebook.com/search/str/177047284121/members/  ←Members of the Group 

str/Chicago/pages-named/residents/intersect   ←Current residents of Chicago 

 

facebook.com/search/str/177047284121/members/  ←Members of the Group 

str/university.of.illinois/pages-named/students/intersect ←Was a student at U of I 

 

Currently Not Functional: 
Search for residents near a location by adding /residents-near/present 

facebook.com/search/str/Naperville/pages-named/residents-near/present/intersect/ 

 
Search for graduates of a school, not just took a class, or started their education there, 

by adding /students-graduates. 
facebook.com/search/str/university.of.illinois/pages-named/students-graduates/intersect 
 

facebook.com/search/str/thanks/for/reading&sharing/from/all/ 

speed.up.my.job.search/pages-named/employees/intersect 
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https://lookup-id.com/
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